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Australian Pocket Oxford Dictionary 5th Edition. by Bruce Moore (Author). 4.0 out of 5 stars 1 rating. ISBN-13: 978-0195515237. ISBN-10: 0195515234. Why is ISBN important?
ISBN. This bar-code number lets you verify that you're getting exactly the right version or edition of a book. The 13-digit and 10-digit formats both work.Â Used - Acceptable. Book
Condition: A readable copy. All pages are intact, and the cover is intact. Pages can include considerable notes-in pen or highlighter-but the notes cannot obscure the text. The dust
jacket is missing. At ThriftBooks, our motto is: Read More, Spend Less. In Stock. Sold by ThriftBooks - Squared. Condition: Used: Acceptable. Topics: DioDict 4 dictionary (Oxford
advanced leaners Dictionary), Diodict4, diodict, Oxford advanced Books to Borrow. 0 0.0. Oxford school French dictionary.Â The Australian pocket Oxford dictionary. Mar 3, 2010
03/10. by Johnston, Grahame; Fowler, F. G. (Francis George), 1870-1918. Pocket Oxford dictionary of current English. texts. eye 189. favorite 4. comment 0. "Based on the Pocket
Oxford dictionary of current English first edited by F.G. and H.W. Fowler." Topics: English language, Australianisms, Anglais (Langue), Anglais (Langue), Engels. Books to Borrow.
Oxford Learnerâ€™s Pocket Dictionary of Business English. Oxford Learnerâ€™s Wordfinder Dictionary. Oxford Photo Dictionary.Â The Oxford Advanced Learnerâ€™s Dictionary
gives more help and more support than any other dictionary at this level. It focuses on learnersâ€™ needs to understand and use words correctly, and to develop their core language
skills. With over 35 millions copies sold, it is the worldâ€™s bestselling advanced learnerâ€™s dictionary, and the dictionary teachers and students love to use.Â Essential
information on basic English vocabulary in a popular, slim, pocket-sized book that is easy to carry. Now updated with new words that have entered the language. n Up-to-date
vocabulary, reflecting modern usage. This fifth edition of the Australian Pocket Oxford Dictionary retains the popular features of the previous edition and adds many new Australian
and international words and meanings. A major new feature of the dictionary is the labeling of Australian words and meanings with an Aust. regional marker. Get A Copy. Amazon.Â I
have owned other editions of the dictionary before never finished those ones either. Is it just me or is the dictionary a book to be savoured rather than rushed through from beginning
to end? Come to think of it, I started this book somewhere in the middle. Love the fact it uses Brit spellings of words and contains Aussie slang. This one is a keeper. ...more. Oxford
Children's Dictionary by Oxford Dictionaries Hardcover 66,30 AED. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Ships from and sold by Rag&Sak. Customers who bought this item also bought.
Page 1 of 1 Start overPage 1 of 1. Previous page. Oxford Children's Dictionary. Oxford Dictionaries.Â We couldn't be more pleased with this pocket Dictionary. Nice hardcover, quick
shipping, with a dictionary and thesaurus all-in-one, need way say more? Highly recommend! Read more. One person found this helpful. Martin Baca. 5.0 out of 5 stars Ideal for
students and general users. October 23, 2017 - Published on Amazon.com.

